SPRING 2022 WORKBOOK

HERITAGE
THE ORIGINAL AND STILL THE BEST—SINCE 1985.
We invented the original hydration pack. Born in a garage in 1985, Ultimate Direction sewed
hydration waist-packs and handhelds three years before anyone else. For the first time ever,
our inventions allowed athletes to effectively carry fuel and hydration with them on the trails.
Our Signature Series® changed the world of hydration. We asked top athletes to design and
test the world’s best running hydration gear. In 2012, we launched this athlete-designer “vest”
collaboration as our Signature Series®. Unlike the “pack” standard at the time, these new vests
were lighter, fit closer, did not bounce, and stored essential gear up front.
Our Hydro Carry apparel was the first to integrate hydration storage. We revolutionized
the running industry again in 2019 when we launched Hydro Carry apparel that securely built
water bottle storage into their design, providing a more comfortable way to carry the essentials
on a run.
We showed the world our running apparel is as essential as our gear. With the 2021
expansion of a full, head-to-toe apparel line, Ultimate Direction showed the world that our
attention to quality, technical details, and innovative function in apparel are just as essential as
our running gear.

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES, FOR ATHLETES.

FOR THE SELF PROPELLED
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LIN E AT A G L AN C E

5 sizes, 2 colors
$49.95

Meredith Edwards LS
5 sizes, 2 colors
$64.95

Meredith Edwards
Tank
5 sizes, 3 colors
$39.95

Meredith Edwards
Skirt
5 sizes, 1 color
$69.95

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN
US - S

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

MEN’S TOPS

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

BE

A CHAMPION OF
YOUR LIFE

W’s Nimbus Tee

W’s Cumulus Tank

W’s Contralis Tank

W’s Casual Tee

W’s Casual Tank

W’s Hoodie

W’s Hydro Tight

W’s Hydro Short

W’s Hydro Skirt

5 sizes, 3 colors
$69.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$29.95

5 sizes, 4 colors
$49.95

W’s Cirrus Singlet
5 sizes, 4 colors
$44.95

W’s Tech Tank
5 sizes, 6 quotes
$34.95

W’s Tech Tee
4 sizes, 3 colors
$34.95

5 sizes, 3 colors
$84.95

5 sizes, 3 colors
$84.95

W’s Velum Short
5 sizes, 3 colors
$59.95

pgs 38-39

5 sizes, 2 colors
$99.95

M’s Cumulus Tank

M’s Cirriform Tee

M’s Cirrus Singlet

M’s Hoodie

M’s Tech Tee

M’s Hydro Short

M’s Velum Short

M’s Stratus Short

4 sizes, 3 colors
$59.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$64.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$49.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$44.95

4 sizes, 1 color
$64.95

W’s Ventro Jacket
4 sizes, 1 color
$199.95

W’s Forcefield
Jacket

W’s Ventro Windshell

Steeze Hat

Anton Hat

5 sizes, 1 color
$129.95

4 sizes, 1 color
$89.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$99.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$59.95

4 sizes, 4 colors
$49.95

4 sizes, 3 colors
$79.95

4 sizes, 2 colors
$34.95

MEN’S BREEZE JACKET

2020

COLOR SKETCH

SPRING

MEN’S OUTERWEAR

WOMEN’S OUTERWEAR

W’s Deluge Jacket

M’s Nimbus Tee

4 sizes, 3 colors
$74.95

Clo

5 sizes, 1 color
$119.95

Jason Schlarb
Short

4 sizes, 1 color
$129.95

5 sizes, 4 colors
$49.95

Clo

Unisex Ultra Pant

Jason Schlarb
Tank

M’s Hydro Tight

W’s Stratus Short

COLOR SKETCH

5 sizes, 2 colors
$189.95

Jason Schlarb
Merino Tee

4 sizes, 1 color
$79.95

4 sizes, 2 colors
$34.95

WOMEN’S BREEZE JACKET

W’s Ultra Jacket

Jonathon Albon
Merino LS

4 sizes, 2 colors
$149.95

M’s Tech Tank

4 sizes, 1 color
$64.95

MEN’S BOTTOMS
4 sizes, 1 color
$129.95

Jonathon Albon
Merino Hoodie

4 sizes, 3 colors
$69.95

pgs 36-37

4 sizes, 3 colors
$29.95

5 sizes, 3 colors
$64.95

Jonathon Albon
Jacket
4 sizes, 2 colors
$229.95

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

pgs 22-25

MEN’S TRAILPRO
Amelia Boone Short

pgs 42-45

5 sizes, 3 colors
$44.95

pgs 46-47

pgs 32-35

WOMEN’S TOPS

Amelia Boone Tank

pgs 48-49

Amelia Boone Vest
5 sizes, 2 colors
$89.95

WOMEN’S BOTTOMS

ME N’S APPARE L

pgs 18-21

WOMEN’S TRAILPRO

WOMEN’S AP PA R E L

M’s Ultra Jacket
4 sizes, 2 colors
$189.95

Unisex Ultra Pant
5 sizes, 1 color
$119.95

M’s Deluge Jacket
4 sizes, 2 colors
$99.95

M’s Ventro Jacket
4 sizes, 1 color
$199.95

M’s Forcefield
Jacket
4 sizes, 1 color
$129.95

M’s Ventro Windshell
4 sizes, 1 color
$89.95

pgs 50-51

ACCESSORIES

ACC ES SORI E S

FK Gaiter

3 sizes, 1 color
$49.95
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Ultra Gaiter
3 sizes, 1 color
$29.95

Ultra Flip Glove
3 sizes, 1 color
$49.95

Classic Hat
1 size, 1 color
$24.95

1 size, 1 color
$24.95

1 size, 1 color
$19.95

Ultraband

1 size, 1 color
$14.95

7

LIN E AT A G L AN C E
EQUI PMENT
ADVENTURE VESTA

ADVENTURE VEST

MOUNTAIN VESTA

MOUNTAIN VEST

Adventure Vesta 5.0

Adventure Vest 5.0

Mountain Vesta 5.0

Mountain Vest 5.0

Race Vesta

Race Vest

Highland Vest

Trail Vest

Fastpack 40

FastpackHer 30

Fastpack 30

FastpackHer 20

3 sizes, 1 color
$179.95

3 sizes, 2 colors
$124.95

4 sizes, 1 color
$164.95

2 sizes, 3 colors
$149.95

4 sizes, 1 color
$164.95

Ultra Vesta

4 sizes, 2 colors
$139.95

Ultra Belt

Ultra Vest

Race Belt

1 size, 2 colors
$74.95

4 sizes, 2 colors
$139.95

Mountain Belt

1 size, 2 colors
$54.95

Utility Belt

2 sizes, 3 colors
$99.95

2020
SPRING

Comfort Belt

5 sizes, 3 colors
$39.95

Hydro Belt

1 size, 2 colors
$54.95

5 sizes, 1 color
$54.95

Access 600

6 sizes, 3 colors
$34.95

Access 500

1 size, 3 colors
$44.95

1 size, 3 colors
$39.95

Utility Belt
Plus

Comfort Belt
Plus

Adventure Pocket

Clutch

5 sizes, 3 colors
$49.94

5 sizes, 3 colors
$39.95

1 size, 2 colors
$19.95

1 size, 2 colors
$39.95

PACKS

pgs 64-69

3 sizes, 2 colors
$124.95

3 sizes, 1 color
$179.95

pgs 70-75

BELTS & HANDHELDS

pgs 56-63

VESTS & VESTAS

HYDROLIGHT BELT
COLORWAY: ONYX

3 sizes, 1 color
$79.95

All Mountain

Fastdraw 500

2 sizes, 1 color
$164.95

1 size, 2 colors
$29.95

RE-CUP

Body Bottle™ III 500

Body Bottle™ 500
Insulated

Body Bottle™ III
500 S

$24.95

$27.95

$29.95

Body Bottle™ 150 G
$12.95

Re-Cup

20-pack $99.95,
4-pack $19.95

RESERVOIR
2.0L

BODY BOTTLE
500
INSULATED

2 sizes, 2 colors
$149.95

BODY BOTTLE
500S

Fastpack 20

BODY BOTTLE
500

2 sizes, 2 colors
$149.95

pgs 76-77

2 sizes, 1 color
$179.95

BODY BOTTLE
150 G

Dog Vest

2 sizes, 1 color
$179.95

BOTTLES & RESERVOIRS

2 sizes, 1 color
$194.95

2L III Reservoir
$32.95

$29.95
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Flexform™ II 500
$8.95

FLEXFORM II
300

1.5L III Reservoir

FLEXFORM II
500

RESERVOIR
1.5L

COLLAPSABLE BOWLS
INCLUDED

Flexform™ II 300
$6.95
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WOM E N’ S

M EN ’ S

2022 COLOR STORY
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ESSENTIAL TRAIL KITS
FOR EVERY TYPE OF TRAIL RUNNER AND DISTANCE

ULTRAMARATHON
RACE KIT
10KS TO MARATHONS
RACE KIT

MOUNTAIN
TRAINING RUNS KIT

NIMBUS TEE
FORCEFIELD
JACKET

ULTRA JACKET

LUNCH BREAK
TRAINING RUNS KIT

CIRRUS SINGLET
ULTRA
VESTA/
VEST

VENTRO WINDSHELL
CUMULUS
TANK
TECH TANK

DELUGE
JACKET

CLUTCH

VELUM SHORT
HYDRO SHORT

UTILITY
BELT PLUS

STRATUS SHORT
COMFORT
BELT PLUS

Gabriel Ortega
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Jacky Hunt-Broersma

Adam Merry

STRATUS
SHORT

Nadia Ruiz
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TRAIL p r o ATH L E T E AP PA R E L

ATHLETE-DESIGNED KITS BY AMELIA BOONE, JONATHON ALBON,
MEREDITH EDWARDS & JASON SCHLARB
Introducing the new TrailPro Athlete Apparel line - designed by athletes, for athletes. The world's top
trail and ultra athletes concepted their quintessential running apparel kit without stops, constraints
or limits to what's possible. Collaborating one-on-one with our design team from the ground up, each
athlete pushed the limits of design, prototyped, and tested until we got it just right - transforming their
concepts into a whole new class of trail running apparel.

Amelia Boone

Meredith Edwards

POLYGIENE® FABRIC

CLO® INSULATION

POWERDRY®

FLIP MITTS™

Superior antimicrobial odor control
technology

Increases breathability by 30% without
sacrificing any warmth

Most advanced permanent wicking
fabric using a bi-component knit
construction to pull moisture away from
the body for faster evaporation

Stowable mitts built into the sleeves for
additional hand warmth

WICKING

WINDPROOF

WATER RESISTANT

QUICK-DRY FABRIC

SECURE POCKET

CARRIES WATER

CARRIES TREKKING POLES

USES RECYCLED CONTENT

RESPONSIBLE WOOL STANDARD

Jason Schlarb
Jonathon Albon
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AMELIA BOONE VEST
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$89.95
83469222
250 g / 8.8 oz
Relaxed
Designed and tested by Amelia Boone to provide advanced,
gram-saving insulation where it’s needed most without ever
compromising breathability and warmth.

FEATURES
Sustainably constructed with a 100% recycled shell and 93% recycled
insulation
Clo® Eco Vivo synthetic insulation in the front stays warm even when wet and
increases breathability by 30% without reducing warmth

Onyx

White

Onyx

A MELIA BOONE SHORT

A MELIA BOONE TANK

Onyx
Test Run
Paradise Blue
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

TR AIL p r o , BY AME L I A B O O N E
Amelia Boone–elite trail, ultra and obstacle course racer–concepted her custom
running apparel kit around minimalism and complete freedom of movement on
the trail.

$44.95
83469022
70 g / 2.4 oz
Relaxed
Designed and tested by Amelia Boone
to ensure the absolute best fit, function,
and moisture management for short
training runs all the way up to the world’s
most brutal races.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Ultraviolet

$49.95
83469122
90 g / 3.2 oz
Relaxed
Designed and tested by Amelia Boone for
minimalistic mobility and a zero restriction
stride using ultra durable - yet chafe-free
- material.

Onyx

FEATURES
FEATURES

Full split running design allows for maximum mobility and a
zero restriction stride

The most advanced next-to-skin moisture management
fabric, Polartec® Power Dry®, quickly pulls moisture away
from the body to evaporate

Dissolvable thread material maximizes breathability without
reducing durability

Advanced Polygiene™ odor control technology reduces
bacterial growth and keeps the tank smelling fresh

Test Run

Completely chafe-free with a bonded hem and Y-fold
elastic waistband

360-degree reflectivity for complete visibility

Paradise Blue
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M EREDITH EDWARDS LS
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$64.95
83469622
125 g / 4.4 oz
Compression
Designed and tested by Meredith Edwards as the ultimate
fast and light top that provides warmth and superior
moisture control through scientifically body-mapped Merino
wool in the body’s highest sweat areas.

FEATURES
Body mapped with Merino wool at the back and underarms for odor and
moisture control in high sweat areas
Crop cut reduces unnecessary fabric weight and material for fast racing
Responsibly-sourced and cruelty-free wool
Oatmeal

Onyx

Oatmeal

M EREDITH EDWARDS SKIRT

MEREDITH EDWARDS TANK

Lavender Ice

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

TR AIL p r o , BY MEREDITH EDWARDS
Professional ultra runner and ski mountaineer, Meredith Edwards, built her
running apparel kit around seamless, chafe-free comfort and specific fabrics and
coverage optimized for ultra-racing.

$39.95
83469322
70 g / 2.4 oz
Compression
Designed and tested by Meredith
Edwards using the best fabrics and with
full back coverage to provide the perfect
barrier between skin and vest during long
races and training.

Onyx

Onyx

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

True Pink

$69.95
83469422
120 g / 4.2 oz
Compression
Designed and tested by Meredith Edwards as a
completely seamless and chafe-free running skirt that
regulates body temperature through a unique roll-up, rolldown design that keeps you comfy mile after mile.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Knit as a single, seamless piece to completely eliminate chaffing

Full back coverage provides a comfortable barrier between
skin and a pack or vest

Constructed with an integrated inner brief under the skirt

Crop cut reduces weight to the absolute minimum

Skirt layer can be rolled up to run in the brief only for temperature
regulation in warm conditions

Lavender Ice
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JON ALBON JACKET
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$229.95
82472822
300 g / 10.5 oz
Fitted
Designed and tested by Jonathan Albon to ensure a gramsaving, snug-fitting and breathable insulator that sets the
standard for regulating body moisture.

FEATURES
Stretch panels at sides allow for freedom of movement and save weight by
eliminating excess fabric
Clo® Eco Vivo synthetic insulation stays warm even when wet and increases
breathability by 30% without reducing warmth
Sustainably constructed using 93% recycled insulation and 100% recycled
shell
Responsibly-sourced and cruelty-free Merino wool underarm panels help
resist odor and control moisture

Night Vapor

Onyx

Night Vapor

JON ALBON MERINO HOODIE

JON ALBON MERINO LS

Onyx

Onyx
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

TR AIL p r o , BY JO N AT H A N A L B O N
Multiple world champion in trail, sky running and obstacle course racing,
Jonathan Albon, designed layering pieces that are ultra-minimal and lightweight,
but when paired together, provide superior and dynamic insulation through air
pocketing technology.

22

$149.95
82472622
200 g / 7 oz
Fitted
Designed and tested by Jonathan
Albon as the second wool layer in a
revolutionary, ultra-lightweight insulation
system that pairs with his Merino Long
Sleeve.

Night Vapor

FEATURES

Integrates our signature stowable Flip Mitts™ for extra hand
warmth when the temperatures dip

Flatlocked seams and underarm gussets provide complete
freedom of motion and prevent chaffing

$79.95
82472722
100 g / 3.5 oz
Compression
Designed and tested by Jonathan Albon as the wool
base layer in a revolutionary, ultra-lightweight insulation
system that pairs with his Merino Hoodie.

Ultra-lightweight and minimal wool layering piece designed to pair with the
Merino Hoodie

FEATURES

Blended 50% Merino wool and 50% Sorona® fabric offers
the perfect combo of temperature control, moisture
regulation, anti-odor, durability and anti-pilling

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Open knit mesh offers full breathability and cooling when worn alone, then
has a groundbreaking warmth-to-weight ratio when layered by trapping
air pockets
Sea Blue

Made with Merino wool and nylon knit mesh for optimal warmth and
strength
Responsibly-sourced and cruelty-free wool
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JASON SCHLARB MERINO TEE
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$74.95
82472422
90 g / 3.2 oz
Fitted
Designed and tested by Jason Schlarb as the perfect wool
blend tee to stand up to hundreds of miles on the trail with
fabrics optimized for durability and ventilation.

FEATURES
50% Merino wool and 50% Sorona® fabric offers the perfect combo of
temperature control, moisture regulation, anti-odor, durability and anti-pilling
Flatlocked seams and underarm gussets provide complete freedom of motion
and prevent chaffing
Responsibly-sourced and cruelty-free wool
Emerald

Turquoise

Onyx

Emerald

JASON SCHLARB SHORT

JASON SCHLARB TANK

Onyx

Turquoise

Turquoise
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

TR AIL p r o , BY JAS O N S C H L A R B
Jason Schlarb–one of the most decorated ultrarunners in the world–designed
his running apparel kit with unique gear storage integration and best-in-class
durability to prevent pilling and snagging over hundreds upon hundreds of miles.

$59.95
82472522
60 g / 2.1 oz
Fitted
Designed and tested by Jason Schlarb
to bring durability, moisture wicking, and
anti-chafing to the next level for the
longest and fastest races.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION
Emerald

$79.95
82472322
130 g / 4.5 oz
Fitted
Designed and tested by Jason Schlarb
as the first of its kind to store gear, poles
and water while ensuring complete range
of motion and comfort.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Every seam and hem is bonded to completely eliminate
chaffing

Waistband features 360-degrees of gear storage, trekking
pole holders, and secures up to a Body Bottle™ 500 water
bottle

Top section uses dissolvable thread nylon woven fabric
for top-notch durability and anti-pilling where shirt meets
hydration vest
Bottom section uses Polartec® Power Dry® fabric for the
most advanced moisture management technology paired
with Polygiene™ odor control

Onyx

Emerald

Soft interior brief for maximum all-day comfort
Turquoise

Partial side split to increase stride mobility

Turquoise
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H YDR O C A RRY T EC H N O LO GY
THE COMFIEST WAY TO HYDRATE ON A RUN

HIDDEN WAIST ADJUSTER

Comfortably secures bottoms in place and
prevents bouncing

HYDRATION STORAGE

Built-in water bottle storage
uniquely carries 600ml of hydration

SECURE POCKETING

Zippered back pocket safeguards
smaller gear

TWO-WAY STRETCH MESH
Prevents water bottles from bouncing

26
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U LTRA JAC K ET &
PA N T T EC H N OLO GY

P O L A RT EC D E LTA T ECHNOLOGY
®

™

THE MOST ADVANCED COOLING AND WICKING TECHNOLOGY

BUILT TO HANDLE THE TOUGHEST
RACE-DAY CONDITIONS

SPECIALIZED KNIT
CONSTRUCTION

Cooling/wicking is built into the fibers so it
never fades or washes off

ADVANCED MOISTURE
DISPERSAL

Hydrophilic fibers on the fabric’s inside
quickly pull sweat away from the body
Hydrophobic fibers on the fabric’s
outside quickly evaporate moisture

TUNNEL EFFECT™ HOOD

Keeps rain off the face while allowing
airflow through ventilation

PERISTALTIC ARM VENTS
Regulates temperature by pumping cool
air in and pumping warm air out

FLIP MITTS™

Stowable to provide Waterproof
warmth in cold or wet conditions as
needed

INCREASED AIRFLOW

Patent-pending radiating structure increases
airflow to keep you cooler in hot conditions

HIGHLY BREATHABLE

30,000g/m2/24hr moisture vapor
transmission rate ensures best-in-class
breathability

FULLY WATERPROOF

30,000mm water entry pressure keeps
rain out during the worst downpours
28

RECYCLED MATERIALS

Made using 47% recycled polyester

BIODEGRADABLE MATERIALS
44% of material is biodegradable and from
renewable resources

29

WOMEN ’ S RUNN I N G A P PA R E L

UNPARALLELED HEAD-TO-TOE RUNNING APPAREL
We know that what you wear can make or break any run. To create the best possible experience, we take
fit, performance, technology and sustainability seriously in all our trail running apparel and pride ourselves
in setting trends, not just following them. From comfy and stylish pieces that get you through 10k training
runs to technical pieces built to outlast the toughest ultra marathons, we offer superior head-to-toe
apparel for every runner.

POLYGIENE® FABRIC

Superior antimicrobial odor control
technology

PFC-FREE

30

CLO® INSULATION

Increases breathability by 30% without
sacrificing any warmth

HYDRO CARRY

POLARTEC® DELTA™ FABRIC

Most advanced permanent cooling
fabric with specialized knit construction
using hydrophobic & hydrophilic yarns
to cool the body through quick moisture
wicking & increased airflow

FLIP MITTS™

EMPEL™ FABRIC

Sustainable & permanent PFC free DWR
made with green water-free process &
without toxic chemicals

TUNNEL EFFECT™ HOOD

Green DWR treatment free of harmful
long & short chain PFC chemicals

Patent-pending apparel with integrated
pockets for water bottle storage

Stowable mitts built into the sleeves for
additional hand warmth

Creates ideal airflow ventilation to
regulate body temperature while
keeping rain out

WICKING

WINDPROOF

WATER RESISTANT

WATERPROOF

COOLING

PACKS INTO POCKET

INCLUDES BOTTLE

CARRIES PHONE

SECURE POCKET

USES RECYCLED CONTENT
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WOMEN’S CONTRALIS TANK

WOMEN’S NIMBUS TEE
DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN
MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN
MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$69.95
83467921
88 g / 3.1 oz
Relaxed
The most advanced wicking, cooling and odor control
Polartec® Delta™ and Polygiene® technologies are built into
the Nimbus Tee’s fibers. Unlike traditional wicking, Delta™
fabric uses a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic fibers
to pull water away from the body so it never washes off
while keeping athletes cool by wicking away moisture
during high-aerobic activities.

$49.95
83468621
63 g / 2.2 oz
Relaxed
This relaxed-fit top ties up in the back as both a style
feature and to pair perfectly with bottoms that have Hydro
Carry technology for quick access to hydration and gear.
The ultra-lightweight Contralis Tank can also aesthetically
be left untied in the back when rocking standard shorts
or tights.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Designed specifically to be paired with our Hydro Carry bottoms

Made with Polartec® Delta fabric which has built-in, non-chemical wicking
and cooling

Back can be tied allowing it to sit at natural waist for easy access to bottles
when paired with Hydro Carry bottoms, or back can be left untied for a looser
fit when paired with non-Hydro Carry pieces

Hydrophilic fibers at interior of tee pull sweat away from body while
hydrophobic fibers on the exterior of the tee dissipate moisture

Camo Green

Vintage Turquoise

360-degree reflectivity

Flatlocked anti-chafe seams
Polygiene® antimicrobial odor control technology
Made with 47% recycled polyester and 44% biodegradable fibers
DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

US - S

EUR - 4

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

Sunset Pink

Onyx

Camo Green

Camo Green

WOMEN’S CUMULUS TANK

Pastel Coral

Onyx

Vintage Turquoise

WOMEN’S CIRRUS SINGLET

DESIGNED BY ATHLETESDESIGNED
FOR ATHLETES
BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EURUS
- 4- S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES
MENSHERREN
HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN
MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE MADE
EN THAILANDE
IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT
HECHO
INEN
THAILANDE
TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$64.95
83468021
71 g / 2.5 oz
Fitted
The most advanced wicking, cooling and odor control
Polartec® Delta™ and Polygiene® technologies are built
into the Cumulus Tank’s fibers. Unlike traditional wicking,
Delta™ fabric uses a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
fibers to pull water away from the body so it never washes
off while keeping athletes cool by wicking away moisture
during high-aerobic activities.

$44.95
83468321
83 g / 2.9 oz
Relaxed
Weighing in at only 65g, the relaxed fit Women’s Cirrus
Singlet is now our most minimalistic top to date while still
offering style and lightweight, wicking comfort.

FEATURES
Ultra-lightweight 50g wicking fabric
Flatlocked anti-chafe seams

FEATURES
Made with Polartec® Delta fabric which has built-in, non-chemical wicking
and cooling
Hydrophilic fibers at interior of tee pull sweat away from body while
hydrophobic fibers on the exterior of the tee dissipate moisture

Sunset Pink

Onyx

Flatlocked anti-chafe seams
Polygiene® antimicrobial odor control technology
Made with 47% recycled polyester and 44% biodegradable fibers

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN
MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

Camo Green
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DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

DESIGNED BY ATHLETES FOR ATHLETES

US - S

EUR - 4

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

MENS HOMMES HOMBRES HERREN

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

MADE IN THAILAND - FABRIQUE EN THAILANDE
HECHO EN TAILANDIA - HERGESTELLT IN THAILANDE

Onyx

Sunset Pink

Camo Green

Pastel Coral

Vintage Turquoise

Onyx
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WOMEN’S TECH TEE

WOMEN’S CASUAL TEE

Cyber Blue

Navy Blue

Lichen

RUN YOUR OWN TRAIL

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Run Your Own Trail supports participation of
women on the trails and elevates female voices in
the outdoors. Emphasizing individuality of female
runners, each Run Your Own Trail tank top is printed
with unique quotes from our female athletes, and
a portion of the tank top proceeds are donated
towards an organization that helps increase
participation of women in running.

$34.95
83305020
113 g / 4 oz
Fitted
The Tech Tees are the perfect do-it-all
staple piece – they’re relaxed enough
for everyday wear, while still boasting
quick dry fabric and flatlock seams to
reduce chafing during athletic activities.
A portion of the proceeds from all our
brandwear helps support women in the
outdoors.

Heather Grey
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION
Onyx

Quick dry polyester mesh
Flatlock seams

Soft cotton fabric
Lichen

WOMEN’S CASUAL TANK
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

BE

A CHAMPION OF
YOUR LIFE

Heather Grey

FEATURES

FEATURES

WOMEN’S TECH TANK

$29.95
83433320
75 g / 2.6 oz
Relaxed
As part of our Run Your Own Trail series,
these tees support female athletes in the
outdoors and highlight the individuality
of success. Each tee includes unique
taglines and quotes from strong female
athletes on what’s helped shape their
path. Proceeds help financially support
females in the outdoors.

$34.95
83472222
95 g/ 3.35 oz
Relaxed
As part of our Run Your Own Trail series, these tanks
support female athletes in the outdoors and highlight the
individuality of success. Each tee includes unique taglines
and quotes from strong female athletes on what’s helped
shape their path. Proceeds help financially support females
in the out outdoors.

Ultimate Direction athlete quote graphics

Vintage Purple

WOMEN’S HOODIE

Heather Grey

FEATURES
Navy Blue

Quick dry polyester mesh
Flatlock seams
Ultimate Direction athlete quote graphics

Meredith Edwards

BE

COURAGOUS

BE

EXTRAORDINARY

BE

A GOOD RELATIVE

BE

UNEXPECTED

BE

WILD

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

BE

A CHAMPION OF
YOUR LIFE

$29.95
83433220
66 g / 2.3 oz
Relaxed
As part of our Run Your Own Trail
series, these tanks support female
athletes in the outdoors and highlight
the individuality of success. Each tee
includes unique taglines and quotes
from strong female athletes on what’s
helped shape their path. Proceeds
help financially support females in the
outdoors.

Heather Grey
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION
Navy Blue

FEATURES
Soft cotton fabric
Features artwork based on our backyard in Rocky Mountain National Park

FEATURES
Soft cotton fabric
Ultimate Direction athlete quote graphics

Jacky
Hunt-Broersma
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Nadia Ruiz

Jordan Daniel

Grayson
Murphy

Kriste Peoples

$64.95
83305520
384 g / 13.5 oz
Relaxed
The Fleece Hoodie is made from a super soft cotton
blend to keep you warm and comfortable on and off trail
and features hand drawn artwork of Rocky Mountain
National Park from our own backyard. A portion of the
proceeds from all our brandwear helps support women
in the outdoors.

Vintage Purple

Meredith
Edwards
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WOMEN’S HYDRO TIGHT

WOMEN’S HYDRO SKIRT
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$129.95
83435620
245 g / 8.6 oz
Compression
Introducing the most comfortable way to run with gear and
water in cold weather. Using our patent-pending built-in
storage for water bottles and essentials, the Hydro Tight
never rides up or bounces. They’re also more breathable
than pairing a running belt or vest with traditional bottoms.
Versatile design allows the Hydro Tight to be worn with or
without water bottles.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$84.95
83466121
153 g / 5.4 oz
Fitted
The fitted Hydro Skirt and liner is the most comfortable
way to run with gear. Using our patent-pending built-in
storage for water bottles and essentials, this skirt never
rides up, chafes or bounces thanks to our two-way stretch
mesh, rigid waist adjuster and chafe-free liner. It’s also
more breathable than pairing a running belt or vest with
traditional bottoms. Versatile design allows the Hydro Skirt
to be worn with or without water bottles.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Water bottles fit into secure bottle pockets for a bounce-free, patent-pending
water carry system that won’t ride up

Custom bottles fit into secure bottle pockets for a patent pending bounce free
water carry system that doesn’t ride up

Navy Blue

Includes 2 custom Flexform™ II 300 bottles for a total capacity of 600ml

Comes with 2 Flexform™ II 300 bottles for a total of 600ml capacity

Center back pocket fits extra items such as keys, phone, gels or a small jacket

Center back pocket fits extra items such as keys, phone, gels or small jacket

2 thigh pockets capable of holding up to an iPhone 12

Hidden, rigid waist adjuster and two-way stretch mesh provide stability and
comfort

Hidden, rigid waist adjuster and two-way stretch mesh provide stability and
comfort

Inner short with chafe-free construction

Chafe-free fit

Front waistband pocket allows for storage of additional small items such as
keys or gels

Onyx
Camo Green

WOMEN’S HYDRO SHORT
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$84.95
83466021
146 g / 5.2 oz
Fitted
The Hydro Short is the most comfortable way to run with
water and gear. Using our patent-pending built-in storage
for 2 water bottles and essentials, these shorts never ride
up or bounce thanks to two-way stretch mesh and a rigid
waist adjuster. They’re also more breathable than pairing
a running belt or vest with traditional bottoms. Versatile
design allows the Hydro Short to be worn with or without
bottles.

FEATURES
Patent-pending, built-in water bottle storage securely carries up to two 300ml
water bottles

Camo Green

Onyx

Navy Blue

WOMEN’S VELUM SHORT

WOMEN’S STRATUS SHORT

Onyx

Faded Denim

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Includes 2 custom Flexform™ II 300 bottles for a total capacity of 600ml
Center back pocket fits extra items such as keys, phone, gels or small jacket
A hidden, rigid waist adjuster and two-way stretch mesh prevent the shorts
from bouncing or riding up

$59.95
83467721
103 g / 3.6 oz
Fitted
Upgrading the concept of a traditional
split running short, the Velum Short has a
360-degree pocketed waistband to store
gear and a phone, is comfortable next
to the skin with an anti-chafe hem, and
features a breathable, wicking design.

Inner mesh short with chafe-free construction

FEATURES

Front waistband pocket allows for storage of additional small items such as
keys or gels

Made with lightweight wicking fabric to keep you cool and
comfortable

Camo Green

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Camo Green
$49.95
83467821
95 g / 3.4 oz
Fitted
The Stratus Short uses lightweight,
wicking fabric to keep every type of
athlete cooled off during high-aerobic
activities. A zip-secure pocket stores
small items such as keys or gels.

Onyx

FEATURES
Made with lightweight wicking fabric to keep you cool and
comfortable
Navy Blue

360-degree waistband pocket allows you to carry a phone
and other small items

Secure zippered pocket at center back stores small items
Waist drawcord for adjustability

Vintage Turquoise

Built-in mesh brief

Full side split allows for the highest possible range of motion
for running
Bonded anti-chafe hem
Built-in mesh brief
Onyx

Navy Blue

Camo Green

Onyx
Faded Denim
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WOMEN’S ULTRA JACKET

WOMEN’S VENTRO JACKET

WOMEN’S DELUGE JACKET
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$189.95
83464521
165 g / 5.8 oz
Fitted
The Ultra Jacket is designed to handle even the toughest
race-day conditions. We only used high-tech materials
and features to ensure it is both waterproof and extremely
breathable for any weather.

Exceeds the breathability and waterproof standards required by the Ultra Tour
Du Mont Blanc
Integrated Flip Mitts™ provide waterproof warmth in cold or wet conditions
Tunnel Effect™ hood with ventilation allows ideal airflow while keeping rain out

Plum

Peristaltic underarm vent pumps in cool air and pumps out warm air during
natural arm movement

Haze

Vintage Turquoise
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Packs into interior chest pocket

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$99.95
83463921
183 g / 6.5 oz
Fitted
The Deluge Jacket is designed to handle
tough conditions. Technical features
ensure the jacket is both fully waterproof
and extremely breathable for any
weather.

Onyx

$199.95
83433820
286 g / 10.1 oz
Fitted
The Ventro Jacket has the highest warmth-tobreathability ratio using award-winning Clo® Eco Vivo
insulation, a breathable liner, and perforated materials in
high-sweat areas.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Utilizes award-winning Clo® Eco Vivo insulation that increases breathability
by 30% without sacrificing warmth and is made with 90% recycled fibers

Waterproof and breathable jacket with 10,000g/m2/24hr
moisture vapor transmission rate and 10,000mm water
entry pressure
Meets the breathability and waterproof standards required
by the Ultra Tour Du Mont Blanc

Vintage Turquoise

Integrated Flip Mitts™ provide waterproof warmth in cold or
wet conditions

Perforated back panel and underarm panel allow for additional breathability
where it is needed most while maintaining wind protection at the front of
the jacket
Stowable Flip Mitts™ at sleeves are included for protection in extreme
temperatures

WOMEN’S BREEZE JACKET

2020
SPRING

COLOR SKETCH

Plum

Onyx

Clo

Clo

FEATURES
Waterproof breathable jacket with 30,000g/m2/24hr moisture vapor
transmission rate and 30,000mm water entry pressure

UNISEX ULTRA PANT

W OMEN’S FORCEFIELD JACKET

WOMEN’S
BREEZE
JACKET
WOMEN’S
VENTRO
WINDSHELL

2020
SPRING

COLOR SKETCH
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$119.95
84464621
117 g / 4.1 oz
Relaxed
The Ultra Pant is designed to handle even the toughest
race-day conditions. We only used high-tech materials
and features to ensure it is both waterproof and extremely
breathable for any weather.

FEATURES
Waterproof breathable pant with 30,000g/m2/24hr moisture vapor
transmission rate and 30,000mm water entry pressure
Exceeds the breathability and waterproof standards required by the Ultra Tour
Du Mont Blanc
Packs into interior pocket
Water resistant leg zips for easy on/off during races
Articulated leg seams for full range of motion
Interior drawcord to adjust waistband for customized fit

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$129.95
83467622
103 g / 3.6 oz
Fitted
The Forcefield Jacket uses highly-breathable and
sustainable DWR fabric paired with underarm and back
vents for the most breathable, water-resistant jacket
that’s ready for intense workouts.

FEATURES
Sustainable fabric uses a permanent PRC-Free DWR treatment with a
water free application for eco-friendly water resistance
Ultra-breathable fabric paired with underarm and back vents make this
the most breathable, water repellent jacket designed for high-intensity
workouts
Onyx
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Heather Grey

Ice Blue

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$89.95
83433920
58 g / 2 oz
Fitted
Lightweight material and venting features to protect
runners from wind and light precipitation without
compromising breathability.

FEATURES
Extra lightweight, breathable water-resistant fabric for a packable piece
that is great in all conditions
Packs into its own pocket to fit more easily in a vest or waistbelt
Underarm and back vents for extra breathability

Fitted hood keeps your head and face dry
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M EN ’S RUN N ING A P PA R E L

UNPARALLELED HEAD-TO-TOE RUNNING APPAREL
We know that what you wear can make or break any run. To create the best possible experience, we take
fit, performance, technology and sustainability seriously in all our trail running apparel and pride ourselves
in setting trends, not just following them. From comfy and stylish pieces that get you through 10k training
runs to technical pieces built to outlast the toughest ultra marathons, we offer superior head-to-toe
apparel for every runner.

POLYGIENE® FABRIC

Superior antimicrobial odor control
technology

PFC-FREE
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CLO® INSULATION

Increases breathability by 30% without
sacrificing any warmth

HYDRO CARRY

POLARTEC® DELTA™ FABRIC

Most advanced permanent cooling
fabric with specialized knit construction
using hydrophobic & hydrophilic yarns
to cool the body through quick moisture
wicking & increased airflow

FLIP MITTS™

EMPEL™ FABRIC

Sustainable & permanent PFC free DWR
made with green water-free process &
without toxic chemicals

TUNNEL EFFECT™ HOOD

Green DWR treatment free of harmful
long & short chain PFC chemicals

Patent-pending apparel with integrated
pockets for water bottle storage

Stowable mitts built into the sleeves for
additional hand warmth

Creates ideal airflow ventilation to
regulate body temperature while
keeping rain out

WICKING

WINDPROOF

WATER RESISTANT

WATERPROOF

COOLING

PACKS INTO POCKET

INCLUDES BOTTLE

CARRIES PHONE

SECURE POCKET

USES RECYCLED CONTENT
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MEN’S CIRRIFORM TEE

MEN’S NIMBUS TEE
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$69.95
82467921
129 g / 4.6 oz
Relaxed
The most advanced wicking, cooling and odor control
Polartec® Delta™ and Polygiene® technologies are built into
the Nimbus Tee’s fibers. Unlike traditional wicking, Delta™
fabric uses a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic fibers
to pull water away from the body so it never washes off
while keeping athletes cool by wicking away moisture
during high-aerobic activities.

FEATURES
Full mesh back for increased breathability in the body’s highest sweat area

FEATURES

Soft wicking fabric at front

Made with Polartec® Delta fabric which has built-in, non-chemical wicking
and cooling

Flatlocked anti-chafe seams

Hydrophilic fibers at interior of tee pull sweat away from body while
hydrophobic fibers on the exterior of the tee dissipate moisture

Camo Green

$49.95
82468221
133 g / 4.7 oz
Relaxed
The Cirriform Tee provides breathability and comfort with
mesh body mapping material at the body’s highest sweat
area and quick-wicking fabric. Whether you’re running in
the mountains or on the road, the seamless shoulder area
is optimized to comfortably wear a running vest.

Seamless shoulder design for maximum comfort and compatibility with
running vests and packs

Golden

Flatlocked anti-chafe seams
Polygiene® antimicrobial odor control technology
Made with 47% recycled polyester and 44% biodegradable fibers

Onyx

Cobalt

Camo Green

Onyx

MEN’S CUMULUS TANK

Cobalt

Golden

MEN’S CIRRUS SINGLET
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$64.95
82468021
102 g / 3.6 oz
Relaxed
The most advanced wicking, cooling and odor control
Polartec® Delta™ and Polygiene® technologies are built
into the Cumulus Tank’s fibers. Unlike traditional wicking,
Delta™ fabric uses a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
fibers to pull water away from the body so it never washes
off while keeping athletes cool by wicking away moisture
during high-aerobic activities.

$44.95
82468321
83 g / 2.9 oz
Relaxed
Weighing in at only 83g, the Cirrus Singlet is now our most
minimalistic running top to date while still offering style and
lightweight, wicking comfort.

FEATURES
Ultra-lightweight 50g wicking fabric
Flatlocked anti-chafe seams

FEATURES
Made with Polartec® Delta fabric which has built-in, non-chemical wicking
and cooling
Hydrophilic fibers at interior of tee pull sweat away from body while
hydrophobic fibers on the exterior of the tee dissipate moisture

Cobalt

Onyx

Flatlocked anti-chafe seams
Polygiene® antimicrobial odor control technology
Made with 47% recycled polyester and 44% biodegradable fibers

Camo Green
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Onyx

Cobalt

Camo Green

Heather Grey

Onyx
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M EN’S TECH TEE

MEN’S HOODIE

Heather Grey
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Cobalt

$64.95
82305520
430 g / 15.2 oz
Relaxed
The Fleece Hoodie is made from a super soft cotton
blend to keep you warm and comfortable on and off the
trail. A portion of the proceeds from all our brandwear
helps support women in the outdoors.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

FEATURES
Soft cotton fabric

$34.95
82472922
113 g / 4 oz
Relaxed
The Tech Tees are the perfect do-it-all
staple piece – they’re relaxed enough
for everyday wear, while still boasting
quick-dry fabric and flatlock seams to
reduce chafing during athletic activities.
A portion of the proceeds from all our
brandwear helps support women in the
outdoors.

Cobalt

FEATURES
Quick dry polyester mesh
Flatlock seams

Onyx

MEN’S TECH TANK

Onyx
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$34.95
82305120
125 g / 4.4 oz
Relaxed
The Tech Tank is the perfect do-it-all
staple piece – it’s relaxed enough for
everyday wear, while still boasting
quick-dry fabric and flatlock seams to
reduce chafing during athletic activities.
A portion of the proceeds from all our
brandwear helps support women in the
outdoors.

FEATURES
Quick dry polyester mesh

Cyber Blue

Onyx

Flatlock seams
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MEN’S VELUM SHORT

MEN’S HYDRO TIGHT
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$129.95
82435620
274 g / 9.7 oz
Compression
Introducing the most comfortable way to run with gear and
water in cold weather. Using our patent-pending built-in
storage for water bottles and essentials, the Hydro Tight
never rides up or bounces. They’re also more breathable
than pairing a running belt or vest with traditional bottoms.
Versatile design allows the Hydro Tight to be worn with or
without water bottles.

$59.95
82467721
118 g / 4.2 oz
Fitted
Upgrading the concept of a traditional split running short,
the Velum Short has a 360-degree pocketed waistband
to store gear and a phone, is comfortable next to the skin
with an anti-chafe hem, and features a breathable, wicking
design.

FEATURES
Made with lightweight, wicking fabric to keep you cool and comfortable

FEATURES

360-degree waistband pocket allows you to carry a phone and other small
items

Water bottles fit into secure bottle pockets for a bounce-free, patent-pending
water carry system that won’t ride up

Full side split allows for the highest possible range of motion

Includes 2 custom Flexform™ II 300 bottles for a total capacity of 600ml

Navy Blue

Center back pocket fits extra items such as keys, phone, gels or a small jacket

Bonded anti-chafe hem
Built in mesh brief

2 thigh pockets can store up to an iPhone 12
Hidden, rigid waist adjuster and two-way stretch mesh provide stability and
comfort
Chafe-free fit

Onyx

Onyx

MEN’S HYDRO SHORT

Cobalt

Camo Green

MEN’S STRATUS SHORT
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$99.95
82466021
158 g / 5.6 oz
Fitted
The Hydro Short is the most comfortable way to run with
water and gear. Using our patent-pending built-in storage
for 2 water bottles and essentials, these shorts never ride
up or bounce thanks to two-way stretch mesh and a rigid
waist adjuster. They’re also more breathable than pairing
a running belt or vest with traditional bottoms. We gave
the men’s Hydro Shorts a big upgrade with the integrated
Hydro Hammock liner - an ergonomically shaped pouch
for comfortable support and seams that face away from
the skin to prevent any friction or chafing. Versatile design
allows the Hydro Short to be worn with or without bottles.

$49.95
82467821
115 g / 4.1 oz
Relaxed
The relaxed fit Stratus Short uses lightweight, wicking fabric
to keep every type of athlete cooled off during high-aerobic
activities. A zip-secure pocket stores small items such as
keys or gels.

FEATURES
Made with lightweight, wicking fabric to keep you cool and comfortable
Secure zippered pocket at center back stores small items
Waist drawcord for adjustability
Built in mesh brief

FEATURES

Cobalt

Golden

Patent-pending, built-in water bottle storage securely carries up to two 300ml
water bottles
Includes 2 custom Flexform™ II water bottles for a total of 600ml capacity
Center back pocket fits extra items such as keys, phone, gels, or small jacket
A hidden, rigid waist adjuster and two-way stretch mesh prevent the shorts
from bouncing or riding up
Mesh inner brief with Hydro Hammock construction for chafe-free fit
Front waistband pocket allows for storage of additional small items such as
keys or gels

Camo Green
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Onyx

Cobalt

Camo Green

Onyx

Faded Denim

Golden
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MEN’S ULTRA JACKET

MEN’S VENTRO JACKET

MEN’S DELUGE JACKET
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$189.95
82464521
186 g / 6.6 oz
Relaxed
The Ultra Jacket is designed to handle even the toughest
race-day conditions. We only used high-tech materials
and features to ensure it is both waterproof and extremely
breathable for any weather.

Exceeds the breathability and waterproof standards required by the Ultra Tour
Du Mont Blanc
Integrated Flip Mitts provide waterproof warmth in cold or wet conditions
™

Tunnel Effect™ hood with ventilation allows ideal airflow while keeping rain out

Cobalt

Clo

Clo

FEATURES
Waterproof breathable jacket with 30,000g/m2/24hr moisture vapor
transmission rate and 30,000mm water entry pressure

Haze

Onyx
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

Peristaltic underarm vent pumps in cool air and pumps out warm air during
natural arm movement
Packs into interior chest pocket

$99.95
82463921
206 g / 7.3 oz
Relaxed
The Deluge Jacket is designed to handle
tough conditions. Technical features
ensure the jacket is both fully waterproof
and extremely breathable for any
weather.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION
Cobalt

$199.95
82433820
338 g / 11.9 oz
Fitted
The Ventro Jacket has the highest warmth-tobreathability ratio using award-winning Clo® Eco Vivo
insulation, a breathable liner, and perforated materials in
high-sweat areas.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Utilizes award-winning Clo® Eco Vivo insulation that increases breathability
by 30% without sacrificing warmth and is made with 90% recycled fibers

Waterproof and breathable jacket with 10,000g/m2/24hr
moisture vapor transmission rate and 10,000mm water
entry pressure
Meets the breathability and waterproof standards required
by the Ultra Tour Du Mont Blanc

Perforated back panel and underarm panel allow for additional
breathability where it is needed most while maintaining wind protection at
the front of the jacket
Onyx

Integrated Flip Mitts™ provide waterproof warmth in cold or
wet conditions

Stowable Flip Mitts™ at sleeves are included for protection in extreme
temperatures

MEN’S BREEZE JACKET
Cobalt

Onyx

2020
SPRING

COLOR SKETCH

UNISEX ULTRA PANT

M EN’S FORCEFIELD JACKET
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

MEN’S BREEZE JACKET

2020
SPRING

MEN’S
VENTRO WINDSHELL
COLOR SKETCH

$119.95
84464621
117 g / 4.1 oz
Relaxed
The Ultra Pant is designed to handle even the toughest
race-day conditions. We only used high-tech materials
and features to ensure it is both waterproof and extremely
breathable for any weather.

FEATURES
Waterproof breathable pant with 30,000g/m2/24hr moisture vapor
transmission rate and 30,000mm water entry pressure
Exceeds the breathability and waterproof standards required by the Ultra Tour
Du Mont Blanc
Packs into interior pocket
Water resistant leg zips for easy on/off during races
Articulated leg seams for full range of motion

Haze

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$129.95
82467622
120 g / 4.2 oz
Fitted
The Forcefield Jacket uses highly-breathable and
sustainable DWR fabric paired with underarm and back
vents for the most breathable, water-resistant jacket
ready for intense workouts.

FEATURES
Sustainable fabric uses a permanent PRC-Free DWR treatment with a
water free application for eco-friendly water resistance
Ultra-breathable fabric paired with underarm and back vents make this
the most breathable, water repellent jacket designed for high-intensity
workouts
Onyx
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Heather Grey

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
FIT
DESCRIPTION

$89.95
82433920
70 g / 2.5 oz
Fitted
Lightweight material and venting features to protect
runners from wind and light precipitation without
compromising breathability.

FEATURES
Extra lightweight, breathable water-resistant fabric for a packable piece
that is great in all conditions
Packs into its own pocket to fit more easily in a vest or waistbelt
Underarm and back vents for extra breathability

Fitted hood keeps your head and face dry
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ACCESSORIES

ULTRA FLIP GLOVE

MSRP
SKU

$49.95
80468319

$24.95
90601220

FEATURES

Stowable, waterproof Flip Mitts™ for additional warmth and protection against the
elements

Perforated front panel and top for maximum breathability

T HE STEEZE

ULTRA GAITER

MSRP
SKU

FEATURES

Conductive ultra-suede fingertips for touch screen compatibility

FK GAITER

THE CLASSIC

MSRP
SKU

$24.95
90601122

Reflective strip at front for nighttime visibility
Cord lock adjuster at back for quick on the go adjustability

ANTON HAT

MSRP
SKU

$19.95
90600519

FEATURES

FEATURES

Perforated mesh lined front panel combined with a mesh back allows for maximum
breathability

Snap back adjuster for customizable fit
Mesh back for enhanced breathability

Adjustable snap back

ULTRABAND
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
DESCRIPTION

$49.95
80603818
64 g / 2.3 oz
A gaiter that isn’t baggy, won’t ride up and has an
adjustable, replaceable strap to last for more miles.

FEATURES
Ultra-strong, but stretchy Cordura® fabric for fit, breathability, and durability
Hypalon strap provides a comfortable, no-rise fit that will last more miles

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
DESCRIPTION

$29.95
80604021
46 g / 1.6 oz
This fitted gaiter has an adjustable and replaceable
spectra strap for a longer lifespan, so it can keep your
shoes grit free for more miles.

FEATURES
High-stretch gaiter pulls on over shoe to keep dirt and grit out of shoes

Three sizes for an ideal fit over your shoe

Durable, and replaceable Spectra® cord strap keeps gaiter secure under
foot for more miles

Adjustable strap allows for shoes with various stack heights

360-degree reflectivity

Strap can be replaced when worn out

Comes in three sizes for ideal fit over your shoe

MSRP
SKU

$14.95
90600620

FEATURES
Multiuse piece can be worn as a neck gaiter, balaclava or headband
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N EW SIGN ATUR E SE R I E S ® V E ST &
V ESTA TEC H N O LO GY
CARRIES A PHONE

Dedicated water-resistant phone
pocket

CARRIES TREKKING
POLES

Versatile trekking pole attachment
options offer different carry
configurations in the front or back

RACE VESTA

All back pockets are thoughtfully
placed to be accessible while running

ULTRA VEST
COMFORT CINCH™ 3.0

Durable, upgraded Comfort Cinch™ 3.0
fit system with High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene cord
Protective air mesh panel around Comfort
Cinch™ 3.0 prevents any chafing or
discomfort
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V ESTS & V ESTAS

NEXT-TO-SKIN FIT WITH ALL THE RIGHT FEATURES
We invented the original running vest, and today, cutting-edge vests are still
just as ingrained in our DNA. Our design team vigorously researches and tests
every Vest and Vesta in the lineup to perfectly match the needs of each type
of trail runner - from vests with the comfort and add-ons needed to encourage
that first trail race, to featherlight and technology-rich vests optimized to go
faster and set PRs.

COMFORT CINCH™ 2.0

Adjustable vest fit system for a secure
& customized fit

CARRIES TREKKING POLES

COMES WITH BOTTLES
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COMFORT CINCH™ 3.0

New, ultra-durable & adjustable vest fit
system with enhanced comfort for a
secure & customized fit

ICE AXE LOOP

COMES WITH RESERVOIR

EXTENDED SIZE RANGE

CARRIES A PHONE
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ADVENTURE VESTA 5.0

MOUNTAIN VESTA 5.0

ADVENTURE VESTA

ADVENTURE VESTA

MOUNTAIN VESTA

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$179.95
80459420
279 g / 9.8 oz
16.5 L / 1007 in3
11.4 L / 696 in3
5.1 L / 311 in3

MOUNTAIN VESTA

Maximum capacity with dedicated pockets for essentials,
GPS units, and a deployable rain fly that is ready for any
kind of adventure.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$164.95
80469420
228 g / 8 oz
12.7 L / 775 in3
8.6 L / 525 in3
4.1 L / 250 in3
Versatile pocketing and quickly adjustable sternum
straps for layering. A clamshell zipper opening on the rear
compartment and external elastic compression to hold all
the necessary gear for any kind of adventure.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Sliding rail sternum straps for easy single-handed use

Sliding rail sternum straps for easy single-handed use

Clamshell main pocket for easy access

Clamshell main pocket for easy access

Dual quick stash upper shoulder strap pockets for Chapstick, tablets, and
small essentials

Dual quick stash upper shoulder strap pockets for Chapstick, tablets, and
small essentials

Comfort Cinch™ 2.0 - Minimal, lightweight, and adjustable

Comfort Cinch™ 2.0 - Minimal, lightweight, and adjustable

Front stretch pockets are phone compatible

Front stretch pockets are phone compatible

Corded elastic for external gear stash and overall compression
Night Sky

Includes 2 Body Bottle II 500 water bottles
™

Dusk

Corded elastic for external gear stash and overall compression
Includes 2 Body Bottle™ II 500 water bottles

ADVENTURE VEST 5.0

MOUNTAIN VEST 5.0
MOUNTAIN VEST

ADVENTURE VEST

ADVENTURE VEST

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$179.95
80457920
269 g / 9.5 oz
17 L / 1037 in3
11.6 L / 708 in3

MOUNTAIN VEST

5.4 L / 330 in3
Maximum capacity with dedicated pockets for essentials,
GPS units, and a deployable rain fly that is ready for any
kind of adventure.

FEATURES

Versatile pocketing and quickly adjustable sternum
straps for layering. A clamshell zipper opening on the rear
compartment and external elastic compression to hold all
the necessary gear for any kind of adventure.

Dual quick stash upper shoulder strap pockets for Chapstick, tablets, and
small essentials

Comfort Cinch™ 2.0 - Minimal, lightweight, and adjustable

Comfort Cinch™ 2.0 - Minimal, lightweight, and adjustable

Front stretch pockets are phone compatible

Front stretch pockets are phone compatible

Corded elastic for external gear stash and overall compression

Corded elastic for external gear stash and overall compression

Removable PLB pocket at shoulder
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4.6 L / 281 in3

Clamshell main pocket for easy access

Front pocket for the Body Bottle™ 500 and a zip-secure burrito pocket

Includes 2 Body Bottle II 500 water bottles

8.8 L / 537 in3

Sliding rail sternum straps for easy single-handed use

Integrated rain fly for inclement weather and will secure items to the outside
in a pinch

Night Sky

$164.95
80457420
230 g/ 8.1 oz
13.4 L / 818 in3

FEATURES

Sliding rail sternum straps for easy single-handed use

™

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

Dusk

Includes 2 Body Bottle™ II 500 water bottles
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U LTRA VESTA

R ACE VESTA
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$139.95
80459222
220 g / 7.8 oz
10.1 L / 616 in3
7.1 L / 433 in3
3 L / 183 in3
Shaped specifically for females. Bring your next ultra
to the next level with waterproof material pocketing,
features dedicated to long miles, and a lightweight design
specifically for ultra running. This vesta uses the latest in
fully customizable vest-fit technology with the ultra-durable
Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 and protective mesh panels that
prevent chafing over many miles.

$124.95
80459822
189 g / 6.7 oz
6.1 L / 372 in3
6 L / 366 in3
0.1 L / 6 in3
Shaped specifically for females and optimized for setting
PRs and your fastest race yet. Featherlight yet feature
rich, this vesta uses the latest in fully customizable vest-fit
technology with the ultra-durable Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 and
protective mesh panels that prevent chafing over many
miles.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Ice Blue

Upgraded Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 fit system uses durable High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene cord and offers complete adjustability to dial your fit in

Onyx

Upgraded Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 fit system uses durable High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene cord and offers complete adjustability to dial your fit in

Protective air mesh panel around Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 prevents any chafing or
discomfort

Protective air mesh panel around Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 prevents any chafing or
discomfort
Vesta shaping wraps completely around the body for the most secure vest-fit

Vesta shaping wraps completely around the body for the most secure vestfit

Customizable trekking pole attachment options provide easily-accessible
pole storage in front or back with 4 included hooks and bungee loops

Customizable trekking pole attachment options provide easily-accessible
pole storage in front or back with 4 included hooks and bungee loops

Secure, dedicated water-resistant phone pocket at front chest

Secure, dedicated water-resistant phone pocket

Large rear compartment can accommodate up to a 2L reservoir

Large rear compartment can accommodate up to a 2L reservoir

Main pocket with zippered clamshell opening uses waterproof fabric

Water resistant but fully breathable back panel provides maximum ventilation
at high sweat areas

1 waterproof material shoulder stash pocket protects small items

All back pockets are thoughtfully placed in areas that are accessible while
wearing the Vesta

Includes 2 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottles

Includes 2 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottles

Ice Blue

Onyx

Onyx

Ice Blue

R ACE VEST

U LTRA VEST
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$139.95
80458322
223 g / 7.9 oz
10.3 L / 629 in3
7.3 L / 445 in3
3 L / 183 in3
Bring your next ultra to the next level with waterproof
material pocketing, features dedicated to long miles, and a
lightweight design specifically for ultra running. This vest
uses the latest in fully customizable vest-fit technology
with the ultra-durable Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 and protective
mesh panels that prevent chafing over many miles.

Upgraded Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 fit system uses durable High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene cord and offers complete adjustability to dial your fit in

Onyx

Vest shaping wraps completely around the body for the most secure vest-fit
Customizable trekking pole attachment options provide easily-accessible
pole storage in front or back with 4 included hooks and bungee loops

Customizable trekking pole attachment options provide easily-accessible
pole storage in front or back with 4 included hooks and bungee loops

Secure, dedicated water-resistant phone pocket

Secure, dedicated water-resistant phone pocket at front chest

Large rear compartment can accommodate up to a 2L reservoir

Large rear compartment can accommodate up to a 2L reservoir

Water resistant but fully breathable back panel provides maximum ventilation
at high sweat areas

Main pocket with zippered clamshell opening uses waterproof fabric
1 waterproof material shoulder stash pocket protect small items

All back pockets are thoughtfully placed in areas that are accessible while
wearing the vest

Includes 2 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottles
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Optimized for setting PRs and your fastest race yet.
Featherlight yet feature rich, this vest uses the latest in
fully customizable vest-fit technology with the ultra-durable
Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 and protective mesh panels that
prevent chafing over many miles.

Protective air mesh panel around Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 prevents any chafing
or discomfort

Vest shaping wraps completely around the body for the most secure vest-fit

UD Blue

0.1 L / 6 in3

Upgraded Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 fit system uses durable High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene cord and offers complete adjustability to dial your fit in

Protective air mesh panel around Comfort Cinch™ 3.0 prevents any chafing or
discomfort

Onyx

6.2 L / 378 in3

FEATURES

FEATURES
UD Blue

$124.95
80457522
204 g / 7.2 oz
6.3 L / 384 in3

Includes 2 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottles

UD Blue

Onyx
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H IGHLAND VEST
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$149.95
80460122
210 g / 7.4 oz
12 L / 732 in3
9.5 L / 580 in3
2.5 L / 153 in3
The perfect vest for your first ultra. Plush next-to-body
materials and fully adjustable Comfort Glide fit system
make the Highland Vest your comfiest piece of gear for
long training runs and races. Paired with a 1.5L reservoir
(included), water bottle pockets and secure storage
throughout - this vest has everything you need to hit the
trails.

FEATURES

UD Blue

Comfort Glide fit system provides full-body adjustability for a secure, snug fit
Includes a 1.5L reservoir so you have everything you need to run your first
race
Easy-access main storage area features a quick auto-closure and magnetic
buckle to securely carry gear
Up front pockets hold up to 2 Body Bottle™ 500 water bottles
Dedicated secure phone storage in up front mesh pocket
Compatible with up to a 2L reservoir
Large, rear mesh stash pocket stores quick-access gear
Secure hose clip at front chest

Onyx

Verdant

UD Blue

T RAIL VEST
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
SECURED
VOLUME
UNSECURED
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$99.95
80460022
199 g / 7 oz
8 L / 488 in3
5.5 L / 335 in3
2.5 L / 153 in3
The vest made to inspire your first trail race. Plush nextto-body materials and fully adjustable Comfort Glide fit
system make the Highland Vest your comfiest piece of
gear for training runs and trail races. Paired with a 1.5L
reservoir (included), water bottle pockets and secure
storage throughout - this vest has everything you need to
hit the trails.

FEATURES
Verdant

Comfort Glide fit system provides full-body adjustability for a secure, snug fit
Includes a 1.5L reservoir so you have everything you need to run your first
race
Easy-access main storage area features a quick auto-closure to secure your
gear
Up front pockets hold up to 2 Body Bottle™ 500 water bottles
Dedicated secure phone storage in up front mesh pocket
Compatible with up to a 2L reservoir
Large, rear mesh stash pocket stores quick-access gear
Secure hose clip at front chest

Onyx
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UD Blue

Verdant
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PACKS

PAIRING VEST-FIT WITH PACK-LIKE WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION
The staple for moving fast and light in the backcountry. Whether pursuing an
FKT, overnight camping or peak bagging, Ultimate Direction’s packs deliver a
range of capacities for each type of adventure. Every pack we design is built
on our vest-fit DNA, so they fit securely like a vest with storage and hydration
up front, but comfortably distribute weight like a pack.

INFIKNIT™

Seamless back panel & shoulder
harness for all day comfort

CARRIES TREKKING POLES

FASTFLOW

Increases breathability of the back
panel

CARRIES WATER

CARRIES SKIS

RESERVOIR COMPATIBLE
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FASTPACKHER 30

FASTPACK 40

Spruce
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$194.95
80469721
715 g / 25.2 oz
40 L / 2441 in3
Optimal weight to capacity for longer adventures over
rugged terrain. Roll-top secure with a side access zipper
to the main compartment. A new backpanel system
combines the InfiKnit™ technology with FastFlow to
increase breathability and moisture wicking.

FASTPACKHER 20

Emerald

Fog

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$179.95
80467021
605 g / 21.3 oz
30.5 L / 1861 in3
Fit uniquely for women with a multiple point harness
system and easy access to gear inside with a side
zipper. A new backpanel system combines the Infiknit™
technology with FastFlow to increase breathability and
moisture wicking.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Large front and side storage for water bottles, phone, maps, glasses or
food

Large front and side storage for water bottles, phone, maps, glasses or
food

Unique zip-down design for quick, total access to gear in main
compartment

Unique zip-down design for quick, total access to gear in main
compartment

Roll-top closure expands or compresses to secure varying capacities

Roll-top closure expands or compresses to secure varying capacities

MonoRip Mesh material is durable yet extremely breathable

MonoRip Mesh material is durable yet extremely breathable

Sliding rail sternum straps for an adjustable fit
Height-adjustable and removable T-hook waistbelt distributes heavier
loads

FASTPACK 20

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$149.95
80466921
560 g / 19.8 oz
21.5 L / 1312 in3
A Fastpack designed with the fit and
function uniquely for women through
harness sizing, organization, and weight
distribution. A new backpanel system
combines the Infiknit™ technology with
FastFlow to increase breathability and
moisture wicking.

Beacon
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

Mist

$149.95
80469521
590 g / 20.8 oz
23.4 L / 1428 in3
Improved storage up front with a
dedicated phone pocket, multiple bottle
pockets, and extra gear stash pockets.
A new backpanel system combines
the Infiknit™ technology with FastFlow
to increase breathability and moisture
wicking.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Large front and side storage for water bottles, phone, maps,
glasses or food

Large front and side storage for water bottles, phone, maps,
glasses or food

Unique zip-down design for quick, total access to gear in
main compartment

Unique zip-down design for quick, total access to gear in
main compartment

Sliding rail sternum straps for an adjustable fit

Roll-top closure expands or compresses to secure varying
capacities

Roll-top closure expands or compresses to secure varying
capacities

Height adjustable T-hook harness for even weight distribution

MonoRip Mesh material is durable yet extremely breathable

Emerald

MonoRip Mesh material is durable yet extremely breathable

Black

Beacon

FASTPACK 30

Fog
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$179.95
80469621
690 g / 24.3 oz
31.7 L / 1934 in3
A new backpanel system combines the Infiknit™
technology with FastFlow to increase breathability and
moisture wicking. Roll-top secure with a side access
zipper to the main compartment.

FEATURES
Large front and side storage for water bottles, phone, maps, glasses or
food
Unique zip-down design for quick, total access to gear in main
compartment
Roll-top closure expands or compresses to secure varying capacities
MonoRip Mesh material is durable yet extremely breathable
Sliding rail sternum straps for an adjustable fit
Height-adjustable and removable T-hook waistbelt distributes heavier
loads
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ALL MOUNTAIN
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$164.95
80468419
590 g / 20.8 oz
30 L / 1831 in3
For use in any season, the All Mountain comes equipped
with ski attachments, rope storage, and secure ice axe
storage. The back panel is compression molded for
comfort and includes an exterior zipper.

FEATURES
Versatile external lashing and configuration for all season use
Easy cinch lid system for securing all gear inside the bag
Phone, maps, glasses, food, and water are easily accessible in the front
Optional attachment points for ski carry diagonal or A-frame
Sliding rail sternum straps
Removable and height-adjustable T-hook waistbelt for heavier loads
Includes All Season Kit: Ski hook & loop and bungee compression system
Granite

DOG VEST
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$79.95
80469820
303 g / 10.7 oz
8.6 L / 525 in3
Multiple sizes with a wide range of adjustability and a
full harness fit. The dog vest has multiple zip-secure
pockets with expansion and cinch compression. Comes
with a collapsible dog bowl and treat pouch.

FEATURES
Two large main pockets on either side that expand from 7.2L to 8.6L
Side stash pockets for easy access to bags or leash
Included collapsible bowl for water and food
Multi-point harness adjustment for a secure fit
Ring on top and front for secure leash attachment
Zippered bottle pockets for extra security
Front View

Side View

Collapsible bowls included

COLLAPSABLE
BOWLS
COLLAPSABLE
BOWLS
COLLAPSABLE
BOWLS
INCLUDED INCLUDED
INCLUDED
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BELTS & H A N DHE L D S
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THE ESSENTIAL RUN ACCESSORIES
Our ergonomic handhelds and plush to technical belts are the best trail running
accessories. All the storage and hydration you need for shorter runs, and all
the add-ons and quick-access features you need to pair with a Vest or Vesta
for fast racing. New for 2022, we took the designs athletes loved and improved
them with more external storage and easy on/off capabilities.

SECURE POCKET

CARRIES A PHONE

COMES WITH BOTTLES

CARRIES TREKKING POLES

CARRIES WATER

EXTENDED SIZE RANGE
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RACE BELT

ULTRA BELT

Onyx

UD Blue
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$74.95
80452720
96 g / 3.4 oz
2.9 L / 177 in3
Lightweight and adjustable with external
compression and storage for up to 1L of
hydration.
Onyx

FEATURES

C OMFORT BELT PLUS

U TILITY BELT PLUS

Lupine

$54.95
80452920
71 g / 2.5 oz
0.8 L / 49 in3
Ultra lightweight with dedicated phone,
bottle, and key storage. The Race Belt
works great as a standalone piece or
can be paired with a vest to allow for
horizontal trekking pole storage.

Flex Mono Mesh compression waist belt provides secure
and breathable fit

FEATURES

Centered weather resistant zip-secure rear pocket

Flex Mono Mesh compression waist belt provides secure
and breathable fit

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION
UD Blue

Onyx

$49.95
80468922
99 g /3.5 oz
Variable
This do-it-all, minimalist running belt
carries everything you need for training
runs and fast races without missing a
beat. Enough storage for a Body Bottle™
500, trekking poles, phone, jacket,
snacks, or whatever other gear you might
need in the quick-stash pockets.

Alpine Sunset

Onyx

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

Verdant

FEATURES

$39.95
80468822
73 g / 2.6 oz
Variable
Your perfect answer to comfy and sleek
gear storage on training runs or fast and
light trail races. Five size options, stretch
fabric and a magnetic belt closure offer
a secure fit for every body type with an
easy on/off design, while the zippered
phone pocket and pocketing throughout
store your essentials so you’re always
prepared for the trail ahead.

Magnetic buckle closure for a secure fit that's easy to get
on and off

FEATURES

Low profile front with key pocket

Integrated water bottle pocket in back can carry a Body
Bottle™ 500

Magnetic buckle closure for a secure fit that's easy to get
on and off

Includes 2 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottles

Can pair with the Adventure Pocket to carry everything you
need on your next adventure

Secure zippered phone pocket

Phone compatible with zip secure pocket

Includes 1 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottle

Dual bottle pockets for carrying up to 1L of hydration

Individual compression bungee bands add extra
attachment points

Low profile front with key pocket
UD Blue

Pair with the Adventure pocket to carry everything you
need on your next adventure

2 additional side quick-stash pockets

HYDROLIGHT BELT

Aurora

Secure zippered phone pocket
Lupine

Elastic straps provide additional external storage

Phone compatible with zip secure pocket

Onyx

2 side quick-stash pockets for snacks, keys or other small
items

Alpine Sunset

5 sizes available for a perfect fit

2020
SPRING

COLORWAY: ONYX

HYDRO BELT
HYDROLIGHT BELT

MOUNTAIN BELT

2020

C OMFORT BELT

U TILITY BELT

SPRING

COLORWAY: ONYX

UD Blue
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$54.95
80458020
98 g / 3.5 oz
2.4 L / 146 in3
Higher capacity for longer outings or
inclement weather with dedicated
pockets for phone, bottle, and keys.
Onyx

FEATURES

$54.95
80469220
70 g / 2.5 oz
Variable
This belt has comfortable and easy-to-use water bottle
and phone storage using our Hydro Carry technology.

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

FEATURES
Securely carries 2 Flexform™ II 300 bottles for a total of 600ml of water

Flex Mono Mesh compression waist belt provides secure
and breathable fit

Center back phone pocket

$39.95
80465322
93 g / 3.3 oz
Variable
The minimalist Utility Belt carries your
essentials for training runs and trail races
without missing a beat. Enough storage
for a Body Bottle™ 500, trekking poles,
your phone, a jacket, snacks, or other
gear you might need in the quick-stash
pockets.

Long front pocket for gels, keys, or other items

FEATURES

Rigid waist adjuster to keep belt in place

Reflective logos

Large weather resistant stash pocket for gear

Five sizes for accurate fit

4 inner pockets, including a secure phone pocket, and 2
outer pockets

Low profile front with key pocket
Pair with the Adventure pocket to carry everything you
need on your next adventure

UD Blue

Elastic straps provide additional external storage

$34.95
80465222
53 g / 1.9 oz
Variable
Your perfect answer to comfy and sleek
gear storage on shorter training runs
or 5-10k trail races. Six size options
and stretch fabric offer a secure fit for
every body type, and the internal and
external storage throughout carries your
essentials so you’re always prepared for
the trail ahead.

Onyx

Alpine Sunset

FEATURES
4 quick-stash pockets for snacks, keys or other small items
Built-in key clip for added security

Comfortably carries a Body Bottles™ 500 with no bounce
5 sizes available for a perfect fit
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Onyx

MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

Lupine

Single rear stretch woven pouch securely holds a Flexform
II 500

™

Aurora

Verdant

Onyx

Elastic straps provide additional external storage
Verdant

6 sizes available for a perfect fit
360-degree reflectivity keeps you visible and safe from
dawn to dusk

Aurora
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A CCESS 500

A CCESS 600

Verdant
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$44.95
80451622
133 g / 4.7 oz
0.4 L / 24.4 in3
From dirt roads to double track, stay
hydrated and securely carry your
essentials.

Onyx

UD Blue

Onyx
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$39.95
80451222
105 g / 3.7 oz
0.4 L / 24.4 in3
From dirt roads to double track, stay
hydrated and securely carry your
essentials.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Securely carries 600ml of water

Securely carries 500ml of water

Flexform™ II 600 water bottle included

Verdant

Large zippered back pocket securely carries up to an
iPhone 12

Flexform™ II 500 water bottle included
Large zippered back pocket securely carries up to an
iPhone 12

FASTDRAW 500

CLUTCH

UD Blue

Verdant

Onyx
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

UD Blue

$39.95
80447020
30 g / 1.1 oz
0.7 L / 43 in3
Simple and effective for hand-carrying hydration,
nutrition, and small essentials.

FEATURES

Onyx

UD Blue
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$29.95
80470022
34 g / 1.2 oz
0.2 L / 9 in3
The world’s first handheld for runners still
works and looks great.

FEATURES

Soft and breathable AirWall Mesh strap

Comes with Flexform™ II 500 bottle

Cross bungee allows easy bottle removal

Pocket with clear touchscreen window is capable of
holding up to an iPhone X and allows you to use your
phone without removing it from the handheld

Supports multiple hand positions for ultimate comfort

Onyx

Zip-secure pocket for small valuables
Includes 1 durable Body Bottle™ III 500 water bottle
Reflective accents for visibility

UD Blue

ADVENTURE POCKET

UD Blue
MSRP
SKU
WEIGHT
VOLUME
DESCRIPTION

$19.95
80459720
31g / 1.1 oz
0.8 L / 49 in3
Securely holds a phone and can add
extra storage to any belt or strap.

FEATURES

Onyx

Made with lightweight wicking fabric to keep you cool and
comfortable on your run
360 degree waistband pocket allows you to carry a phone
and other small items without the addition of a vest or belt
Full side split allows for the highest possible range of motion
Bonded anti-chafe hem

UD Blue

Built-in mesh brief
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20-PACK
MSRP
SKU

2L RESERVOIR III

RE-CUP

$99.95
80467618GBL

4-PACK
MSRP
SKU

$19.95
80467718GBL

MSRP
SKU

RESERVOIR
2.0L

BOTTL ES & RESE R VO I R S

RE-CUP

$32.95
80832022

FEATURES

FEATURES

An environmentally friendly, reusable, version of an aid station cup

Wide-mouth opening for easy fill and cleaning/reversing

Attachment loop also functions as a thumb loop

TPU tubing (no PVC) drapes better over the shoulder while still providing strength and
resistance to kinking

Collapses fully to a tiny size when empty
Open top makes refilling and cleaning easy

Removable-fit tube connection makes refilling and cleaning easy
Uses durable TPU material

$29.95
80461022

FEATURES

$29.95
80831522

MSRP
SKU

$8.95
80470520

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

The Body Bottle™ is the easiest and lightest way to carry your fluids

The Body Bottle™ is the easiest and lightest way to carry your fluids

Wide-mouth opening for easy fill and cleaning/reversing

Ergonomic shape is comfortable in your hand or against your body

Collapses fully to a tiny size when empty

Collapses fully to a tiny size when empty

Especially pliable plastic body

Uses durable TPU material

Fits any Vest, Vesta, or Waistbelt

TPU tubing (no PVC) drapes better over the shoulder while still providing strength and
resistance to kinking

Fits any Vest, Vesta, or Waistbelt

Uses durable TPU material

$27.95
80470620

BODY BOTTLE ™ 150 G

MSRP
SKU

BODY BOTTLE
150 G

MSRP
SKU

BODY BOTTLE
500
INSULATED

BODY BOTTLE ™ 500 INSULATED

$12.95
80461120

FEATURES

FEATURES

The Body Bottle™ is the easiest and lightest way to carry your fluids

An eco-friendly way to carry the gel of your choice

Removable-fit tube connection makes refilling and cleaning easy

Easy push/pull bite valve
Larger diameter cap for filling drink mixes and cleaning

Uses durable TPU material

FLEXFORM ™ II 300

FLEXFORM II
300

Straw allows for easy drinking without removing the bottle from the vest
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MSRP
SKU

FLEXFORM ™ II 500

FLEXFORM II
500

MSRP
SKU

1.5L RESERVOIR III

RESERVOIR
1.5L

$24.95
80825022

BODY BOTTLE ™ III 500 S

BODY BOTTLE
500S

MSRP
SKU

BODY BOTTLE
500

BODY BOTTLE ™ III 500

MSRP
SKU

$6.95
80470420

FEATURES

Ergonomic shape is comfortable in your hand or against your body

Fits any Vest, Vesta, or Waistbelt

Especially pliable plastic body

Collapses fully to a tiny size when empty

Easy push/pull bite valve

Insulated to keep water cold in the summer and warm in the winter

Smaller and lighter cap
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SIZE C H A RT & F I T G U I D E
APPAREL SIZE CHARTS

SIGNATURE SERIES ® VEST SIZING

MEN'S APPAREL
S

M

L

XL

CHEST

34-36 in

86-91 cm

37-40 in

94-101 cm

42-44 in

106-112 cm

46-48 in

117-123 cm

WAIST

28-31 in

71-78 cm

32-34 in

81-86 cm

35-38 in

89-96 cm

39-42 in

99-106 cm

HIP

35-37 in

89-94 cm

38-40 in

96-101 cm

41-43 in

104-110 cm

44-46 in

112-117 cm

WOME N 'S APPAREL
XS

S

M

L

XL

CHEST

31-32 in

78-81 cm

33-35 in

84-89 cm

36-38 in

91-96 cm

39-41 in

99-104 cm

42-44 in

106-111 cm

WAIST

24-26 in

61-66 cm

27-28 in

68-71 cm

29-31 in

73-78 cm

32-34 in

81-86 cm

35-38 in

89-96 cm

HIP

34-36 in

86-91 cm

37-38 in

94-96 cm

39-41 in

99-104 cm

42-43 in

106-110 cm

44-47 in

111-119 cm

Measure around bottom of ribs
for the best fit.

EQUIPMENT SIZE CHARTS

SA L E S R E SO U R CE S

VES TAS
XS/S
CHEST

21-36 in

52-92 cm

S/M
24-40 in

62-101 cm

M/L
28-42 in

L/XL*

71-108 cm

38-46 in

96-116 cm

DIGITAL ASSETS

VES T S
S
CHEST

23-32 in

M
58-81 cm

30-39 in

L
76-99 cm

FAST PACKHERS

94-117 cm

22-47 in

55-120 cm

M/L

112-132 cm

24-49 in

60-107 cm

S/M
CHEST

25-40 in

64-102 cm

M/L
30-48 in

Box Media Room URL: https://exxel.box.com/v/udmediaroom

76-122 cm

SOCIAL MEDIA

D OG V EST
S
CHEST

44-52 in

PAC KS
X/S

CHEST

37-46 in

To make your lives a little easier, Ultimate Direction provides direct access to our Media Room where you’ll find
everything from sales collateral to high-resolution product photos and video downloads.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the Ultimate Direction Media Room, feel free to contact us.

XL*

22-27 in

M
56-69 cm

27-32 in

L
69-81 cm

32-42 in

81-107 cm

*Only available in the Ultra & Mountain Vest

APPAREL FIT GUIDE

ultimatedirection.com

facebook.com/
UltimateDirection

@UDHydrates

@UltimateDirectionUSA

youtube.com/
ultimatedirection

FABRIC GLOSSARY
Box URL: https://exxel.box.com/s/q95zhh3z660dlj7qnpwm9ib1j3zydvuo
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TECH S PECS
SKU

SIZE

VOLUME

WEIGHT

BOTTLES

MSRP

16.5 L / 1007 in3
17 L / 1037 in3

279 g / 9.8 oz
269 g / 9.5 oz

1 Body Bottle™ II 500
1 Body Bottle™ II 500

$179.95
$179.95

12.7 L / 775 in3

228 g / 8 oz

2 Body Bottle™ II 500

$164.95

13.4 L / 818 in3
10.1 L / 616 in3
10.3 L / 629 in3
6.1 L / 372 in3
6.3 L / 384 in3
12 L / 732 in3
8 L / 488 in3

230 g/ 8.1 oz
220 g / 7.8 oz
223 g / 7.9 oz
189 g / 6.7 oz
204 g / 7.2 oz
210 g / 7.4 oz
199 g / 7 oz

2 Body Bottle™ II 500
2 Body Bottle™ III 500
2 Body Bottle™ III 500
2 Body Bottle™ III 500
2 Body Bottle™ III 500
1.5L Reservoir
1.5L Reservoir

$164.95
$139.95
$139.95
$124.95
$124.95
$149.95
$99.95

VESTAS & VESTS | Pages 56-63
Adventure Vesta 5.0
Adventure Vest 5.0

80459420
80457920

Mountain Vesta 5.0

80469420

Mountain Vest 5.0
Ultra Vesta
Ultra Vest
Race Vesta
Race Vest
Highland Vest
Trail Vest

80457420
80459222
80458322
80459822
80457522
80460122
80460022

XS/SM - SM/MD - MD/LG
SM - MD - LG
XS/SM - SM/MD - MD/
LG - LG/XL
SM - MD - LG - XL
SM - MD - LG - XL
SM - MD - LG - XL
SM - MD - LG
SM - MD - LG
XS/SM - MD/LG
XS/SM - MD/LG

80469721
80467021
80469621
80466921
80469521
80468419
80469820

SM/MD - MD/LG
XS/SM - MD/LG
SM/MD - MD/LG
XS/SM - MD/LG
SM/MD - MD/LG
SM/MD - MD/LG
SM - MD - LG

40 L / 2441 in3
30.5 L / 1861 in3
31.7 L / 1934 in3
21.5 L / 1312 in3
23.4 L / 1428 in3
30 L / 1831 in3
8.6 L / 525 in3

715 g / 25.2 oz
605 g / 21.3 oz
690 g / 24.3 oz
560 g / 19.8 oz
590 g / 20.8 oz
590 g / 20.8 oz
303 g / 10.7 oz

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$194.95
$179.95
$179.95
$149.95
$149.95
$164.95
$79.95

ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
XS - S - M - L - XL
XS - S - M - L - XL
XS - S - M - L - XL
XS - S - M - L - XL
XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE

2.9 L / 177 in3
0.8 L / 49 in3
2.4 L / 146 in3
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
0.4 L / 24.4 in3
0.4 L / 24.4 in3
0.8 L / 49 in3
0.7 L / 43 in3
0.2 L / 9 in3

96 g / 3.4 oz
71 g / 2.5 oz
98 g / 3.5 oz
70 g / 2.5 oz
99 g /3.5 oz
73 g / 2.6 oz
93 g / 3.3 oz
53 g / 1.9 oz
133 g / 4.7 oz
105 g / 3.7 oz
31g / 1.1 oz
30 g / 1.1 oz
34 g / 1.2 oz

2 Body Bottle™ III 500
1 Body Bottle™ III 500
1 Flexform™ II 500
2 Flexform™ II 300
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2 Flexform™ II 300
1 Flexform™ II 500
N/A
1 Body Bottle™ III 500
1 Flexform™ II 500

$74.95
$54.95
$54.95
$54.95
$49.94
$39.95
$39.95
$34.95
$44.95
$39.95
$19.95
$39.95
$29.95

PACKS | Pages 64-69
Fastpack 40
Fastpackher 30
Fastpack 30
Fastpackher 20
Fastpack 20
All Mountain
Dog Vest

BELTS & HANDHELDS | 70-75
Ultra Belt
Race Belt
Mountain Belt
Hydro Belt
Utility Belt Plus
Comfort Belt Plus
Utility Belt
Comfort Belt
Access 600
Access 500
Adventure Pocket
Clutch
Fastdraw 500

80452720
80452920
80458020
80469220
80468922
80468822
80465322
80465222
80451622
80451222
80459720
80447020
80470022

BOTTLES & RESERVOIRS | Pages 76-77
Body Bottle™ III 500
Body Bottle™ III 500 S
Body Bottle™ 500
Insulated
Body Bottle™ 150 G
Re-Cup 20-Pack
Re-Cup 4-Pack
2.0L Reservoir III
1.5L Reservoir III
Flexform™ II 500
Flexform™ II 300

80825022
80461022

ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE

500 ml / 16.9 oz
500 ml / 16.9 oz

35 g / 1.2 oz
42 g / 1.5 oz

N/A
N/A

$24.95
$29.95

80470620

ONE SIZE

500 ml / 16.9 oz

65 g / 2.3 oz

N/A

$27.95

80461120
80467618GBL
80467718GBL
80832022
80831522
80470520
80470420

ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE
ONE SIZE

150 ml / 5.1 oz
N/A
N/A
2L / 70.5 oz
1.5 L / 53 oz
500 ml / 16.9 oz
300 ml / 10.1 oz

10 g / 0.4 oz
9 g / 0.3 oz per cup
9 g / 0.3 oz per cup
123 g / 4.3
119 g / 4.2 oz
66 g / 2.3 oz
56 g / 2 oz

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$12.95
$99.95
$19.95
$32.95
$29.95
$8.95
$6.95

All specs subject to change, visit ultimatedirection.com to see latest product specifications.
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CONTACT
ULTIMATE DIRECTION
1 International Ct,
Broomfield, CO 80021
Toll Free: 800.426.7229
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